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Terror, Vengeance, and Martyrdom in
the French Revolution
THE CASE OF THE SHADES

Ronald Schechter

HISTORIANS SPEND THEIR days reading,

writing, and talking about the dead,
but what typically interests historians about their human subjects is their
lives. Historians tend to lose interest in the people they study after those
people are dead. The eminent historian William Doyle writes that "when
impatient crowds forced an entry to the inner courtyard [of the Bastille on
July 14, 1789] the garrison panicked and opened fire, killing almost a hun
dred. " 1 He never mentions these victims again. However, to the French
revolutionaries those roughly one hundred martyrs who died in the as
sault on the Bastille went on to a new existence. They became "shades."
What were shades? They were ghosts, but ghosts of a particular kind.
They were typically portrayed as corporeal, often "still bleeding." They
therefore inhabited a liminal world between the dead and the living. As
taboo and therefore dangerous beings, they represented a threat to the
living.2 They haunted the living but wanted to rest, so they resembled "un
dead" beings such as vampires. Also like vampires, they showed a re8i
lection for blood. Yet unlike such monstrous revenants, they were sacred
1. William Doyle, The Oxford History of the French Revolution, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2002), p. no.

Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966).

2.
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:ind enjoyed moral authority. Victims of some counterrevolutj.onary force,
they had sacrificed their lives for the Revolution, and they could therefore
iemand sacrifices from the living. Their principal demand was for vengeince. If they were not "satisfied," they threatened to tum their desire for
1engeance upon the revolutionaries themselves.
In what follows I would like to take a closer look at the shades. I would
ike to argue that the shades enable us to see the French Revolution in a
1ew light. They help us understand the motivation for revolutionary ac
ion, the willingness of political actors to kill and to risk their own lives for
1ew and otherwise abstract causes: liberty, the fatherland, the Republic.
ikewise, the shades help us understand the elusive Reign of Terror (or
simply the Terror, as the French call it) and the role of martyrs and mar
iyrdom in producing it. Finally, the shades reveal a profound spirituality
n the revolutionaries, a religiosity that is usually discounted or dismissed
n the historical scholarship.
The French had two words for shades: ombres and manes. The revolu
ionaries much preferred the latter, especially when they were referring
::> shades of martyrs. The word ombre also had the ordinary meaning of
shadow," whereas the term manes was unmistakable. It derived from the
.atin manes, which literally meant "the good ones" but which the Romans
.sed to refer specifically to departed souls. 3 As an appellation it had the pa
na of antiquity, and the revolutionaries were famously fond of Republican
.ome and its tyrannicides. Strictly speaking, not all shades were martyrs,
ut all martyrs were shades. It is the shades of martyrs that I would like
I> focus on here, not merely because this volume is concerned with mar
irrdom, but because the shades of martyrs played such an important role
1 the French Revolution. Although it was possible to speak of "the shades
f Rousseau" when paying homage to him, it was the shades of martyrs
tat really motivated the revolutionaries. Motivated them to do what? To
111. To r·sk their lives. To do things that do not come naturally and some
mes require supernatural intervention.

According to Jean Nicot's 1606 dictionary, the Thresor de la langue .francoyse, the word in
:ated "the departed souls of human bodies" and derived from the Latin manes. According
the Dictionary of the Academie Fran�aise (of 1694), manes (without the circumflex accent)
ts the "[n]ame that the ancients gave to the shade (a l'ombre)." The editors noted that "one
II makes use of it sometimes in Poetry, and in the sublime style." They gave an example
,m classical literature: "Polixena was sacrificed to the shades of Achilles." A similar defini
n appeared in the 1762 edition of the Academy dictionary; see "Dictionnaires d'autrefois"
ARTFL, http://artflx.uchicago.edu/cgi-bin/dicos /pubdicotlook.pl?strippedhw=manes.
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In order to track the usage of manes during the Revolution, I have con
sulted digitized volumes of the Archives parlementaires, the massive record
of legislative debates, reports, and correspondence. 4 Comprising 101 vol
umes, roughly 60,000 folio pages and 70 million words, this corpus pro
vides a unique lens onto revolutionary speech. A search of manes in the
Archives parlementaires yields 433 hits for the period beginning in June 1789
and ending in July 1794. The term was particularly popular during the more
radical phase of the Revolution: during the period of the Constitutional
Monarchy (mid-June 1789 through early August 1792), when violence was
relatively sparse and emergency measures relatively limited, it only appears
42 times. By contrast, during the period beginning with the violent over
throw of the monarchy (August 10, 1792) and ending with the execution of
the revolutionary leader Robespierre (July 28, 1794) the word appears 391
times. Allowing for the difference in duration of these two periods (the
first lasting 37 months, the second lasting 23), and assuming that the volu
minous Archives parlementaires are representative of the kind of language
revolutionaries used, we can say that manes appeared in revolutionary
speech roughly fifteen times as frequently after the fall of the monarchy as
before. This discrepancy is easily explained. Shades in revolutionary dis
course were almost always martyred shades who had died violently in acts
of sacrifice for their country. Insofar as the Revolution became more vio
lent, insofar as it produced more martyrs, it had more shades to invoke.
The martyrs who died on August 10, 1792 had to be avenged, which led to
more violence, more martyrs, and more calls for vengeance.
Moving from a quantitative to a qualitative analysis of the shades, and
using quotations from the Archives parlementaires, I would like to describe
them in greater detail. In other words, I would like to attempt an anthro
pology (or spectrology) of an unjustifiably neglected group in French
revolutionary society. The 433 hits mentioned above, when carefully con
textualized, afford a rich view onto the shades as well as their relationship
with the living and impact on the Revolution . Certain words, images, and

4. Thanks to such digital resources as ARTFL, Gallica, and Google books, it is possible to
track the usage of individual words in the first seventy-three volumes of the Archives par
lementaires. These volumes, published between 1867 and 1914, are in the public domain: they
correspond to the period of the Revolution ending on September 17, 1793. In order to track
the usage of manes through the period typically designated "the Terror" (September 1793
through late July 1794), I have scanned volumes 74 through 93 (which are not in the public
domain, but which cover the period through July 1794) and run them through an optical
character recognition (OCR) program, thereby making them similarly searchable.
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ideas appear with notable regularity in proximity with manes, and it is pos
sible to say what the shades looked and sounded like; what their values
and needs were, and how the living were expected to interact with them.
A eulogy by Pierre Duviquet on August 20, 1792, provides an entry
point into the realm of the shades in revolutionary France. Duviquet was
one of the directors of the Department of the Nievre (in the former prov
ince of Burgundy); in other words, he was a provincial revolutionary of
ficial. He also happened to be a literary critic and was therefore highly
sensitive to words and their meanings.5 But as we will see, his language
was not unusual for revolutionaries. Duviquet's eulogy was in honor of
the martyrs of August 10, those insurgents who had stormed the Tuileries
Palace in the overthrow of the monarchy and died in the ensuing combat
(as with the storming of the Bastille roughly three years earlier, there were
about 100 victims on the revolutionary side).6 Duviquet gave his speech
at a moment of crisis, even by the standards of the French Revolution.
The three-year experiment in constitutional monarchy was over, but
the Republic had not yet been constituted. It was not clear who was in
power, and it was easy to imagine traitors taking advantage of the power
vacuum.Moreover, France was at war with Austria (including the Austrian
Netherlands, today Belgium) and facing what looked like imminent inva
sion and a violent end to the Revolution. In order for the Revolution to
survive, political leaders, even minor ones such as Duviquet, had to moti
vate their fellow revolutionaries. The shades were part of this motivation.
Standing before his compatriots at a memorial service in honor of
these victims, Duviquet invoked the "generous and patriotic shades" who
had given their lives for "the land that was so dear to you, and which is
still wet from your blood." He asked them to "inspire a trembling or
ator ...penetrate me above all with that profound and generous indigna
tion with which you were seized at the sight of the infamous and execrable
treason of which you were the victims." He recalled the instant when the
revolutionaries, gunned down by the King's Swiss Guard, called with their
last breath for vengeance. "You shall obtain it, this vengeance, unfortunate
victims," he promised, "and it will be terrible." He encouraged volunteers,
"March bravely, fly to the borders that the tyrants want to cross; oppose

5. Michelle Cheyne, "L'Articulation d'une hierarchie des roles raciaux sur la scene frarn;:aise
sous la Restauration," French Colonial History 6 (2005), p. 85.
6. Philippe Sagnac, La Revolution du
1909), p. 285 n.

10

aout

1792;

la chute de la royaute (Paris: Hachette,
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the infernal magic of their plots with the shield of discipline and courage;
then all the enemies of liberty and of France will be defeated, and our gen
erous shades will rejoice and tremble with joy in the dust of their graves."
Duviquet then addressed the victims of August 10, "August shades, we
shall not betray your hopes or our oaths. Enlightened by your lessons; edu
cated, enlarged by your examples, we swear to imitate you; we swear to up
hold the liberty that you sealed with your blood, the equality that appeared
to you more precious than life." 7
Duviquet made it clear what role the shades played in the Revolution.
By their "generous and patriotic" example they provided inspiration to the
living, who might not otherwise be ready to kill and die for the Revolution.
They provided "profound and generous indignation" to people (including
Duviquet himself?) who risked being lukewarm toward the revolutionary
cause or insufficiently angry about the presence of counterrevolution
aries in and near their country. They had "called with their last breath for
vengeance," thereby bequeathing a heavy burden of guilt to anyone who
denied this dying wish. One might consider negotiating with the counter
revolutionaries, or staying at home instead of volunteering to fight the
Revolution's many enemies (both foreign and domestic), but that would
mean denying the martyrs their last request. On behalf of his compatriots
Duviquet promised to fulfill the shades' desire for vengeance: "You shall
obtain it . .. and it will be terrible." Already the link between martyrdom
and revolutionary terror is evident. The martyred shades were posthu
mous recruiters for the task of killing the Revolution's enemies. Thus
Duviquet, with the moral authority of the shades behind him, impelled
understandably apprehensive patriots to "march bravely, [to] fly" to the
front. His communion with the shades, who after all had "penetrated"
him, gave him the authority to promise that once the "enemies [are] de
feated" the "generous shades will tremble with joy in the dust of their
graves." Reinforcing the obligation the living had towards the "[a]ugust
shades," Duviquet promised on behalf of his compatriots not to "betray
your hopes or our oaths." These shades were not distant abstractions.
The eulogist humanized them by endowing them with voices (they called
for vengeance), a rich range of emotions, from anger and indignation to
"trembl[ing]" joy, and, crucially, blood, from which France's soil was "still
wet" (I will return to the importance of "wetness" later).

7. Archives parlementaires, vol. 50, pp. 668-70.
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Although it is impossible to gauge the impact ofDuyiquet's eulogy, one
can imagine it yielding at least some of the desired volunteers. Certainly
revolutionaries continued to believe in the motivational power of the
shades of August 10. In addition to invoking these martyrs for recruit
ing purposes, revolutionaries called on them when making a difficult de
cision: to kill the king. Let us take a closer look at this process. In late
September 1792 France was officially declared a Republic and a new leg
islature known as the Convention replaced the previous parliament. This
left the question of what to do with the king, who was still alive and in the
custody of the revolutionaries. Should he be tried for treason? The king
had tried to flee the country in June 1791 and join up with the forces of his
brother-in-law, Emperor Joseph II of Austria to restore his (Louis's) power,
but many revolutionaries believed that simply being a king made him a
traitor: as Saint-Just said, "No man can reign innocently." 8 And if the king
was tried and found guilty, should he be executed?
Judging and killing the person whom centuries of political theology
had deemed sacred and divinely chosen took real nerve, and the shades
could make it easier to do it. On December 3 Joseph Lakanal, a deputy
in the Convention, apostrophized the "[m]agnanimous heroes of August
10," declaring, "[I]t is before your bleeding shades that I denounce the
defender of your cowardly assassin [i.e., the king]." 9 Why could not
Lakanal simply "denounce the defender" of the Swiss Guards? Why did he
have to bring the shades into the room? Because the deputies might have
disputed Lakanal, but it was harder to deny satisfaction to the "bleeding
shades." Their blood made them human enough to inspire empathy, but
their status as shades gave them authority over the living. The shades had
sacrificed themselves; now it was time for them to receive a sacrifice: a
blood sacrifice.Deputy Brice Gertoux made this bargain explicit: "Shades
of the heroes of August 10, you shall be satisfied; the blood of the chief of
your assassins shall flow to appease you." 10 It is surprising to see dem
ocratic deputies invoking the aristocratic value of "satisfaction" and the
feudal ethos of personal obligation. It is also surprising to see modern,
enlightened lawmakers claiming to be haunted by specters that require

8. Michael Walzer, Regicide and Revolution: Speeches at the Trial of Louis XVI
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1992), p. 64.
9. Archives parlementaires, vol. 54, p. 226.
10. Ibid., vol. 54, p. 199.
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appeasement. But the more one reads the Archives parlementaires, the less
surprising such invocations become.
Other deputies called on the shades of August 10 when arguing for
the king's punishment, thereby personalizing an otherwise abstract de
bate. For Deputy Joseph Lequinio the very question of whether the king
ought to be tried was an "insult to the shades of the citizens immolated
on the day of August 10" .11 As with the concept of "satisfaction," the idea
of "insulted" shades harkens back to an aristocratic worldview based on
personal honor. Lequinio was echoed by Pierre Baille of Marseille, who
sang the praises of his native city and the capital, "Cities forever famous
in the history of the world ... Paris, and you Marseille, whose children
first scaled the Tuileries castle and cemented with their blood the lib
erty of nations ...men of August 10, we know our duties; the shades of
our comrades in arms call for vengeance; Louis XVI shall be judged; and
without a doubt his condemnation shall be prompt." 12 Again, the political
has become personal, with vengeance taking precedence over procedure.
Similarly, Pierre Bourbotte addressed his fellow lawmakers, "I hear the
plaintive shades of the victims immolated on August 10 ... reproaching
you for your cowardice [in delaying the king's trial] and calling for venge
ance against you." 13 Here it is the deputies themselves who are subject to
"vengeance," that is, if they do not avenge the "plaintive" shades. Someone
has to die to satisfy the shades: either the counterrevolutionaries (chief
among them the king) or the lukewarm revolutionaries. How the shades
could revenge themselves against the revolutionaries is unclear, but evi
dently the former have the power to issue a deadly curse on the latter.
The shades of August 10 were not alone in the speeches surrounding
the king's trial. Other ghostly personages joined them. Before granting
the king immunity, as some deputies had recommended, Deputy Franc;ois
Robert suggested "question[ing] the shades of those generous citizens
who had been enchained, abused, suffocated in the dungeons of the
Bastille." 14 Deputy Audouin dismissed all talk of inviolability by observ
ing that the "shades of victims immolated at Nimes, at Montauban, in the
colonies, at Avignon, at Nancy, on the Champ de Mars, on the plains of

11.
12.

Ibid., vol. 54, pp. 236-37.
Ibid., vol. 54, p. 100.

13. Ibid., vol. 54, p. 140.
14. Ibid., vol. 52, p. 395.
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Longwy, at Verdun, at Lille, within the walls, outside the walls, of Paris,
in the eighty-three departments, even in foreign countries, are not at all
avenged!" 15 This litany of sites at which French patriots lost their lives is
now obscure to most readers and I will not digress to fill in the details.
What matters is that these place names resonated with contemporaries.
Thus Deputy Louis Turreau referred to many of the same places when
insisting, "It is for us to appease the shades of the unfortunate victims who
perished in Nancy, Nimes, Montauban, and on the Champ de Mars. They
cry vengeance; we owe it to them." 16 Deputy Antoine Girard similarly con
jured a host of different shades when justifying his regicide vote: "What do
I hear, citizens? In the august portico of the Senate of the French Empire,
I am persecuted, called, torn a thousand times by the lugubrious accents
of the plaintive shades that traverse this sanctuary; I fly before you, sacred
shades of the Deciuses of the Bastille." This was a reference to a family of
martyrs to the ancient Roman Republic, updated to assimilate the fallen
heroes of the Bastille. Girard continued, "I take you as a witness, immortal
ashes of the heroes of the Champ-de-Mars, you shall soon be satisfied and
avenged. Unfortunate victims of Lille, of Thionville; and you, French sol
diers, at once worthy of the palm of triumph and civic crowns, you expired
as martyrs of the patrie at the post of honor, at the famous epoch of August
10. The day of vengeance has arrived." 17 Deputy Joseph Antoine de Boisset
was also ecumenical in his evocation of shades: "It is enough for me to
remember the massacred [citizens] of the Tuileries garden, of Nancy, of
the Champ-de-Mars, of Nimes, of Montauban, of Jales ... it is enough for
me to have seen the pavement of the place du Carrousel, the peristyle of
the tyrant's palace, still stained with the blood of my brothers on the day
of August 10; their shades pursue me and demand vengeance." 18 One is
reminded of the Furies that pursued Orestes.
Other revolutionaries were less precise about the location or identity
of the shades. An orator from one of the radical sans culottes wards of
Paris conjured a gothic scene as he harangued the lawmakers: "Dare to
bring your imagination to those fields inundated by a deluge of blood; see
the cadavers whose still menacing look reproaches you for your slowness;

15. Ibid., vol. 56, p. 273.
16. Ibid., vol. 56, p. 575.
17. Ibid., vol. 57, p. 391.
18. Ibid., vol. 57, p. 403-
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listen to those angry shades; you owe them the satisfaction that they ask
for; they demand the blood of the crowned assassin." 19 Deputy Roger
Ducos was similarly imprecise about the identity of the shades, though he
was equally convinced of the king's guilt. "Could I doubt it," he asked rhe
torically, "when I hear surrounding me the shades of so many victims of
his treasons, of his conspiracies, crying vengeance against this illustrious
scoundrel[?]." 20 According to Camille Desmoulins, also vague about the
shades' identity but making up for this imprecision by augmenting their
number, the immediate execution of the king (without a trial) was neces
sary "to appease the shades of one hundred thousand citizens whom he
caused to perish." 21
Of course, the blood of one man, even a king, could not appease the
shades of a hundred thousand victims. On the contrary, the king's exe
cution, which took place duly on January 21, 1793, immediately produced
new shades who in turn demanded vengeance. Specifically, Deputy
Louis-Michel Lepeletier (also spelt Le Peletier or Lepelletier) was assas
sinated after having cast his regicide vote, and revolutionaries would re
peatedly appeal to his shades. Thus administrators of the department of
Meurthe wrote to the Convention to congratulate it on the execution of the
king and in consolation for the death of Lepeletier, concluding, "You shall
be satisfied, illustrious shades of Lepeletier! The hymn of immortality that
you sang in the French Pantheon has echoed in the soul of every citizen.
The soldiers of the patrie shall avenge you in the blood of its enemies." 22
Implicitly, Lepeletier was demanding a blood sacrifice. Citizen Mignot
Genety, a municipal officer in the commune of Thiers and Moutier, in
the Puy-de-Dome department, made the sacrificial blood exchange more
explicit. Speaking at a memorial service for the fallen patriot, Genety pro
claimed, "Yes, Lepeletier, I see them already, our generous cohorts, those
soldier citizens who have promised their blood to the patrie; I see them
animated with an indomitable ardour, running to avenge your shades in
the very blood of the tyrants, and if they can penetrate all the way to their
thrones and ...immolate for you, oh Lepeletier, that horde ... of cowardly
agitators, infamous assassins." 23 Other revolutionaries used Lepeletier's
19. Ibid., vol. 54, p. 53.
20. Ibid., vol. 54, p. 180.
21.

Ibid., vol. 54, p. 176.

22. Ibid., vol. 59, p. 540.
23- Ibid., vol. 59, p. 696.
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shades to encourage revolutionary zeal. The Jacobin club of Saumur wrote
to the Convention: "We swear by your sacred shades·, Oh Lepeletier, vir
tuous citizen ...we swear by your shades to devote all our moments to
pursuing the infamous conspirators and not to stop until there is no
longer a single enemy of the Republic." 24 The citizens of the commune
of Montendre in the Charente department finished their service in honor
of Lepeletier by pointing their pikes, bayonets, and sabers towards a
"mausoleum" erected in his honor and swearing "to avenge the shades of
Lepeletier by making liberty and equality triumph." 25
Without a doubt the most famous French revolutionary martyr was
the deputy and journalist Jean-Paul Marat. Marat is known to posterity
thanks largely to the painting Death of Marat by Jacques-Louis David. But
in the year of his death revolutionaries repeatedly communed with his
shades. Like Lepeletier a victim of an assassin's blade, and therefore fre
quently paired with his predeceased fellow-martyr, Marat died at the hand
of a fellow revolutionary, whereas Lepeletier had been killed by a royalist.
Marat's assassin, Charlotte Corday, was a follower of the Girondins, those
revolutionaries who had supported the establishment of a republic but op
posed the efforts of their rivals (the "Montagnards") to let radical Parisians
(sans culottes) determine revolutionary policy through periodic insurrec
tions. Popular in the provinces, where "federalist" revolts had unseated
pro-Montagnard municipalities in major cities (such as Bordeaux,
Marseilles, Lyons, and Corday's native Caen in Normandy), the Girondins
had made the fatal mistake of calling for a national referendum on the
king's sentencing (they had all agreed on his guilt, but the Girondins sug
gested the possibility of allowing the king to go into exile). This made them
look lukewarm at best and secretly royalist at worst. The Girondins also
had the misfortune of counting among their number General Dumouriez,
who conspired in early 1793 to overthrow the Montagnards in Paris and
defected to the Austrian enemy when his troops refused to follow him.
Thanks in large measure to Marat's philippics against them, the Girondin
deputies were purged from the Convention on June 2, 1793. This event
had added fuel to the federalist revolts, and it is in the context of that inter
necine conflict that Charlotte Corday struck on July 13.

24.

Ibid., vol. 59, p. 585.

25. Ibid., vol. 60, p. 73.
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Just four days later a deputation of Jacobins from Paris declared to the
Convention, "We have promised, by the shades of Marat, to place the seal
of opprobrium on the brow of the infidel legislator [i.e., the Girondins]
who sold and betrayed his country." This language reflected a truly reli
gious veneration of Marat's shades. The Jacobins added, "[W]e shall go
further, legislators, we shall place it on the brow of his children ...and
we hope by this means to extirpate all the traitors of present and future
races from the territory of liberty." 26 This was a new regression. The idea
of inherited guilt, or infamy, was anathema to the Enlightenment, as was
the aristocratic superstition of inherited honor, and indeed Robespierre
himself had argued against the barbarous practice of punishing children
for the crimes of their parents.27 Moreover, the image of extirpation (in
"present and future races") hinted at an endless process of weeding. This
in turn was very much in keeping with Marat's tendency to demand larger
and larger numbers of heads in exchange for France's freedom.28 And if it
was hard to argue with Marat, it was even harder to argue with his shades.
Other invocations of Marat's shades quickly followed. On July 17, the
same day as the Jacobin deputation discussed above, the Republican
Society of Tonnerre wrote to the Convention, "It is for you to avenge, cit
izen representatives, ... may the sword of the law fall, may the assassins,
their accomplices, finally all the conspirators perish, may their blood be
poured to satisfy the shades of the martyr of liberty; we demand it in the
name of the violated national dignity." 29 This language characterized
Marat as a kind of god who demands blood sacrifices, but it also inadvert
ently made him into a vampire, an undead being that can only be "sat
isfied" by blood. In this respect he was simultaneously a martyr and a
terrorist. The "republican sans-culottes" of Nogent-le-Rotrou (department

26. Ibid., vol. 69, p. 8427. Discours couronne par la societe royale des arts et sciences de Metz, sur les questions suivantes,
proposees pour sujet du Prix de l'annee 1784. 1 ° Quelle est l'origine de ['opinion qui etend sur tous
les individus d'une meme Famille, une partie de la honte attachee aux peines infamantes que subit
un coupable? 2 ° Cette opinion est-elle plus nuisible qu'utile? J ° Dans le cas ou l'on se decideroit
pour ['affirmative, quels seroient les moyens de parer aux inconveniens qui en resultent? Par M. de
Robespierre, Avoc. en Parlement (Amsterdam, 1785).
28. "Eleven months ago five hundred heads cut off would have sufficed; today fifty thousand
would have sufficed: perhaps five hundred thousand will fall by the end of the year; France
will have been inundated with blood, but it will not be any freer," L'Ami du peuple, May 27,
1791, p. 8.
29 . Archives parlementaires, vol. 69, p. 350.
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of Eure-et-Loire) also vowed to avenge Marat's death, swearing, "Shades of
Marat, proud and terrible shades! Yes, you shall be avenged. All of us, your
friends and brothers, we all swear it by your shades ... they shall perish,
your murderers." 30 The "montagnards of Autun" wrote to the Convention,
imagining that "already the shades of Marat are embracing those of the
immortal Lepeletier," and calling for both men to be avenged.31
The pairing of the two martyrs was typical in the year following Marat's
death. In contemporary engravings a revolutionary allegory (such as
Liberty, Equality, or Victory) , represented as a woman, presents a large
commemorative medal on which the two men are pictured. And the prints
always accompany, either as a caption or an inscription on a monument,
the words "to the shades of [Le]Pelletier and Marat" (or "Marat and (Le]
Pelletier"). In one such engraving a winged victory holds a crown of laurel
leaves over a medal of the two martyrs. They appear serene, reflective, and
above all attached to one another (fig. 7.1). The two men gaze into each
other's eyes. They look like a placid couple. This is a far cry from the angry,
demanding shades of revolutionary speech, but it makes sense when one
considers the presence of Victory. This goddess looks distractedly away
from the martyred pair and from us, but significantly a Masonic Eye of
Surveillance emanates from her breast. The shades are happy because
Victory has come and remains ever vigilant. Yet this is a promise of future
felicity. In 1793 and 1794 Marat and Lepeletier were decidedly unhappy
and it was up to their compatriots to change that mood.
The execution of Charlotte Corday for the murder of Marat did not
stop the conjuring of his shades. The Republican Society of Tonneins
(department of Lot-et-Garonne) wrote to the Convention on August 4,
"We mourn the death of the friend of the people, the incorruptible , im
mortal Marat. The sword of the law has struck his assassin, but that same
sword must strike all those who impelled this fury. We demand this in
the name of justice and of the bleeding shades of this famous man, this
martyr of liberty." 32 On August 19, 1793, a speaker from Revel (department
of Haute-Garonne) addressed the Convention. Mourning Marat's death,
he nevertheless assured his audience that "his errant shades will sharpen
our swords [and] direct our avenging arms toward that execrable horde

30. Ibid., vol. 69, p. 232.
31. Ibid., vol. 70, p. 15432. Ibid., vol. 72, p. 633.
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7.1. A winged Victory crowns a medallion of the martyrs Lepeletier and
Marat. The print reads, "Victory to the Shades of Lepeletier and Marat"
FIGURE

Bibliotheque Nationale de France (BNF), Paris, Departement Estampes et Photographie,
Collection de Vinck, 5342, reproduced courtesy of the BNF.
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of aristocrats and federalists." 33 On October n, 1793, the Popular Society
of Fontainebleau erected a statue of Marat and held a ceremony to inau
gurate it. A speaker explained, "To appease the shades of this virtuous
republican, we have made a bonfire composed of all the effigies of the
despots." 34 On October 16, 1793, a cortege inaugurating busts of Marat
and Lepeletier burned the act of accusation against Marat (it was presum
ably a copy). They then brought it (partially burned?) to the Convention,
"to make the shades of this courageous victim happy." 35 Marat was also
cheered by the death of Marie-Antoinette, according to the Popular Society
of Loche (department oflndre-et-Loire), which wrote to the Convention on
November 4, "You have just paid a just tribute to the shades of [Le]Pelletier
and Marat by giving to the national sword the head of that fury that Austria
seemed to have vomited to the shame and misery of humanity," though
it added that more executions were needed.36 At a festival on January 25,
1794, revolutionaries in Uzes (department of Gard) repeatedly spoke of (or
to) Marat's shades. One citizen proclaimed, "It is your shades, oh Marat,
that I invoke: inspire me: may your beautiful soul penetrate mine! May
your shades tell all of my compatriots that man lives, that he must live and
die for the Patrie!" 37 Another urged his fellow citizens, "[L]et us avenge the
shades of this popular legislator [Marat].... Let us exterminate that im
pious race [of aristocrats]." 38 Yet another speaker explained that "to satisfy
the shades of Marat it is necessary for the guilty ones, for the conspirators
to be struck by the sword of the law." 39
Another pair of revolutionary martyrs emerged when the British (having
joined the war against France in February 1793) seized the Mediterranean
port city of Toulon in September 1793. Pierre Bayle was a local official who
was arrested during the siege and hanged himself in his prison cell, thus
depriving the British of the power to execute him. His colleague Charles
Beauvais de Preau survived imprisonment and was released following the
French retaking of Toulon, but he died shortly thereafter (March 28, 1794),

33. Ibid., vol. 74, p. 88.
34. Ibid., vol. 77, p. 648.
35. Ibid., vol. 76, p. 488.
36. Ibid., vol. 78, p. 621.
37- Ibid., vol. 85, p. 482.
38. Ibid., vol. 85, p. 487.
39. Ibid., vol. 85, p. 491.
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presumably of maltreatment under incarceration. Yet according to rumors
Beauvais had already died at the time of Bayle, so as early as October the
two men were depicted together as martyred shades of the siege of Toulon
(Beauvais's shades alone were also invoked prior to Beauvais's death). The
council of the district of Lauzun (Lot-et-Garonne) wrote to the Convention
on October 15, 1793, "let us swear eternal hatred of the English government,
let us swear to pursue it until the shades of Beauvais and Bayle are appeased
and the Pitts, the Georges, all the former nobles and other cannibals ...have
expiated their crimes." 40 That same day the Jacobins of Saint-Die wrote to
the Convention, "Representatives, the shades of Beauvais-Preau are crying
vengeance, appease them with victims." They reminded the lawmakers
that "by immolating Englishmen you will not sully yourselves with human
sacrifice," thereby confirming the suspicion that they were indeed en
gaged in human sacrifice. "[Y]ou will only snuff out monsters. Their per
fidy places them outside the law of nations, their atrocious character puts
them outside nature." 41 The Montagnard Society of Saint-Omer wrote to
the Convention on October 23, 1793, "The arrest of a few Englishmen, rep
resentatives, is incapable of appeasing the shades of Beauvais. The voice of
his blood can still be heard.... Take advantage of opportunities, it says to
us, avenge me, avenge yourselves....Who could not recognize in this voice
a father of the patrie?" 42 On December 8, 1793, the Convention received
a letter from "the sans-culottes of Digne" calling for the punishment of
the traitors who delivered Toulon to the English. The letter demanded that
British prisoners of war "be taken to the walls of Toulon ... that their blood
be a hecatomb of vengeance to the shades of Beauvais." 43
The martyrs of Toulon continued to appear after the city was retaken by
the revolutionaries. The "Popular and Montagnard Society of Libremont "
(previously Remiremont) in the department of the Vosges held a civic fes
tival featuring a song in which citizens responded to the cries of venge
ance of Beauvais and Bayle.44 Similarly, on December 27, 1793, the city of

40. Ibid., vol. 77, p. 643.
41. Ibid., vol. 78, p. 104. On the prevalent idea that enemies of the Revolution were "outside
the law of nations" and subject to summary execution, see Dan Edelstein, The Terror ofNatural
Right: Republicanism, the Cult of Nature, and the French Revolution (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2009).
42. Archives parlementaires, vol. 78, p. 162.
43. Ibid., vol. 81, p. 106.
44. Ibid., vol. 83, p. 299.
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Metz held a celebration for the retaking of Toulon.The mayor spoke of the
,
"cadavers expiating by iron their revolt, their treason, ; and he added, "They
perished, and their impure blood served as a holocaust to the bleeding
shades of the representatives of the people eviscerated in Toulon by the
ferocious English in league with the fanatical Spaniards." 45 On January
4, 1794, a citizen, Le Couturier of the Popular Society of Falaise, wrote
a song in which he addressed the "infamous" city of Toulon, "You shall
expiate your crimes, " and he apostrophized the shades of the representa
tives killed there, "Rejoice in your tomb, / Shades of our representatives,
/ France is preparing for your bleeding shades an illustrious hecatomb." 46
Whereas at the end of 1792 it had appeared as if the death of a king might
suffice to satisfy the shades, a year later revolutionaries were regularly
calling for hecatombs and holocausts to slake the shades' thirst.
Beauvais and Bayle were sufficiently motivating martyrs to be included
in the artist/revolutionary Jacques-Louis David's plan for the curtain of a
new opera house and the festival that would have dedicated it. T he end
of the Terror and the arrest of David's faction-David had sided with
Robespierre and barely escaped execution as a terroriste-left the project
unfinished, but the artist's sketches and accompanying program notes
tell us how David saw Beauvais and Bayle. They also tell us how he, as a
member of the Committee on Public Instruction, intended the French to
see the martyred pair. In the sketch Beauvais is holding the shackles, now
broken, with which he had been imprisoned in Toulon, while Beauvais
is pulling on the scarf that he used to hang himself in his cell (fig. 7.2).47
Each man has an arm around the other's shoulder in a pose reminiscent
of the brothers in David's painting The Oath of the Horatii (1784), and
Bayle's outstretched arm (though grasping shackles) simulates the Roman
oath. David drafted a report on the planned festival to the Committee of
Public Instruction. In that report he wrote, "Sacred shades of our dead
martyrs ...appear, I evoke you! I see you! ...You, Bayle, show the fatal
scarf that covered your eyes with the shadows of the night. You, Beauvais,
[show] the wounds that slowly opened the gates of your tomb."
45. Ibid., vol. 83, p. 112.
46. Ibid., vol. 83, p. 238. On March 28, 1794, a member of the Popular Society ofMontpellier
gave a eulogy for Beauvais. He addressed the "Soldiers of the Patrie," "Remember that you
must avenge the martyrs of liberty; hear the shades of Beauvais demanding that you deliver
the country from tyrants"; see Archives parlementaires, vol. 88, p. 257.
47. Agnes Mongan and Miriam Stewart, David to Corot: French Drawings in the Fogg Art
Museum (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1996), p. 56 (catalogue number 70).
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7.2. A sketch by the artist Jacques-Louis David of the martyred pair
Beauvais and Bayle, and dedicated to their "shades"

FIGURE

Harvard Art Museums/Fogg Museum. Reproduced courtesy of Imaging Department
© President and Fellows of Harvard College.

As a visual artist, David was unsurprisingly inclined to see the shades,
but this was unusual. The revolutionary speeches evoking the shades, as is
evident by now, focused much more on the sound of the shades. One heard
them more than saw them. If encounters with Catholic saints took the
form of apparitions, encounters with revolutionary martyrs were mainly
auditions. The shades cried, called, asked, demanded, and reproached. Yet
if one could not (normally) see them, they could see what was happening
in France. This made them the perfect vehicle of surveillance. Typically
invisible to the living, they would make themselves heard when it was
necessary to intervene in worldly affairs.
In some cases they could be remarkably loquacious. On August 10,
1793, the mayor of Emee (previously Mayenne) Julien Quantin spoke at
a festival commemorating the one-year anniversary of the overthrow of
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the monarchy. At one point he specifically addressed the lukewarm patri
ots who were willing to negotiate a shameful peace with France's ene
mies. He blamed "weak men " for having enlarged the armies of France's
enemies and suggested that "if you had remained faithful to your initial
oaths ...your immolated sons ...would still be among us ...enjoy[ing] with
us the fraternal pleasures that the Festival of the Unity of the Republic
offer us." He then turned to the women, "sensitive mothers" who had
suddenly become "[wicked] stepmothers, shameful victims of fanaticism."
He asked, "Will you be able to resist the plaintive voices of your children?"
and declared, "Outraged nature points your ferocious glances toward their
shades, floating in blood and carnage." Although this image provided a
visual impression of the shades, Quantin was more interested in what
they would say. He imagined them reproaching their bad mothers: "Oh
you who were once our hope; already you have forgotten us! Our blood
flowed to make you happy and free, and you have repaid this generous
death with ingratitude! ...At least let yourselves be moved by the cries of
your grandchildren; the tears that they shed at your breast are less the ex
pression of childlike pains than impatience and the desire to see us again;
we lived enough for ourselves, and for them the Constitution is going to
revive." 48
So much for what the shades were telling their contemporaries: what
do the shades tell us? To begin with, they tell us that they were an im
portant constituency in the French Revolution. How many shades were
there? Can1ille Desmoulins referred to "the shades of one hundred thou
sand citizens" martyred by Louis XVI.49 That number only increased after
the execution of the king, the ensuing civil war, and the expansion of the
European war to include more belligerent powers. On July 4, 1794, the
Popular Society of Sens (department of the Yonne) wrote to the Convention:
Hurry to decree that the English people is the sworn enemy of
nature, that the Republicans have risen en masse to destroy the
Brigands ...who are in horror of the sacred rights of man; that an
island that only nourishes barbarians shall be erased from the list
of nations, shall return to the ocean from which it never should
have emerged: in that way you will appease the shades of so many

48. Archives parlementaires, vol. 73, p. 189.
49. Ibid., vol. 54, p. 176.
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millions of men who died victims of their cowardly cupidity, of their
odious perfidy: it is time for the blood of so many unfortunates to
fall back onto these monsters. 50
Whether we number the shades at 100,000 or "many millions" or as
sign some other figure, the fact is that revolutionaries considered them nu
merous. To be sure, some shades were more influential than others, and
a ghost of Marat was certainly worth many anonymous specters, however
much the revolutionaries insisted upon the principle of equality. Whatever
the number of shades, collectively they made up a formidable lobby. Like
(living) war veterans, they had moral credibility. They had made a sacri
fice, and in turn they deserved sacrifices. It was hard to deny their wishes
and demands. The fact that they were dead should not prevent us from
considering their political influence. It is in the nature of a representative
government that some people speak on behalf of others. The representa
tives in the Convention and in other political bodies were used to repre
senting others, and in this respect speaking on behalf of the dead was no
different from advocating for other absent, but living, constituents.
In addition to reconfi guring our picture of revolutionary politics, the
shades tell us about the persistence of Old Regime habits, if not their ata
vistic return, in the midst of the Revolution. If the Revolution was the font
of modernity, as is often supposed, then its citizens' loyalty should have
been to an impersonal state, not the ghost of a specific person. Moreover,
a rationalized system of laws should have replaced the practice of personal
vendetta. Likewise, an aristocratic sensitivity to impugned honor should
have gone the way of noble titles, inherited privilege, and coats of arms.
Yet the shades call into question all of these developments. Even when
they were imagined as a collective voice, they seemed to speak as a particu
lar caste, a body privileged through its specific experience of self-sacrifice.
They thereby repeated the nobles' prerevolutionary ideal.
Furthermore, the shades give us insight into the revolutionary origins
of gothic literature. Julia Douthwaite has explored this connection very
convincingly in her remarkable book, The Frankenstein of 1790 and other
Lost Chapters of Revolutionary France (2012). She has shown that the liter
ature of the revolutionary era, which drew on the lived experiences of the
revolutionaries, laid the foundations of the Gothic, a style with an em
phasis on blood and violent death and a proliferation of uncanny creatures
50. Ibid., vol. 93, p. 119.
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such as ghosts and vampires, though in Britain the gothic literary mode
pre-dated the French Revolution The many ref erenc-es to shades in revo
lutionary speech give us yet another glimpse of the creation of a gothic
trope. Georges Bataille has identified the liminal state of decomposition,
a realm in between wet and dry, as a site of taboo, and certainly the "still
bleeding shades" occupied this space, much like the undead of gothic lit
erature. 31 In this respect the shades, born (as it were) of revolutionary vi
olence and trauma, began to haunt France in the 1790s and went on to
haunt the world for more than two centuries.
The shades are also eloquent witnesses to the connection between
martyrdom and terrorism, the dual subject of this volume. In the context
of the French Revolution we should understand terrorism as terrorisme,
that neologism coined in August 1794 to indicate (and repudiate) support
for the (now defunct) Terror.52 "The Terror" in turn usually refers to the
period from September 5, 1793, when a Jacobin orator Claude Royer, sup
porting a popular insurrection urged the Convention, urged legislators to
"[m]ake terror the order of the day," to July 28, 1794, when Robespierre
went to the guillotine.53 It also refers to the emergency laws passed during
that period that essentially made it easy to be brought up on political
charges and hard to defend oneself. More figuratively the term "Terror"
stands for the political violence perpetrated by the revolutionary govern
ment on those deemed enemies of the patrie. The shades appear in both
the more and less restricted understandings of this term. On August 12,
1793, Robespierre announced to his fellow lawmakers in the Convention,
"At Toulon, every hour sees the head of a hero of patriotism fall under
the axe of tyrants.... May these scoundrels, by falling under the sword of
51. Georges Bataille, Erotism: Death and Sensuality, trans. Mary Dalwood (San Francisco: City
of Lights Books, 1986), pp. 40-48. I have discussed the production of Gothic literature
as a phenomenon of post-revolutionary memory in "Gothic Thermidor: The Bals des vic
times, the Fantastic, and the Production of Historical Knowledge in Post-Terror France,"
Representations 61 (1998), pp. 78-94. Douthwaite's findings and my own work on shades
have convinced me that the Revolution itself, not merely its memory, provided material for
the Gothic.
52. The first reference I have found to the word terrorisme in the Archives parlementaires
comes from a speech by Jean-Lambert Tallien on August 28, 1794; see Archives parlemen
taires, vol. 96, p. 58.
53. On Royer, see Edelstein, Terror of Natural Right, 138 n. Jean-Clement Martin observes
that the Convention never officially decreed terror to be "the order of the day," see Violence
et revolution: Essai sur la naissance d'un mythe national (Paris: Seuil, 2006), pp. 186-93.
Nevertheless, the repetition of this phrase in revolutionary speech indicates that revolution
aries thought of their policies in terms of terror.
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the law, appease the shades of so many innocent victims! May these great
examples annihilate sedition by the terror that they inspire in all the ene
mies of the patrie." 54 During the insurrection of September 5, 1793, Claude
Royer, in the same speech in which he called for "terror" as "the order of
the day," justified the new measures by declaring, "The shades of victims
piled up by treason are asking you for a striking vengeance." 55 Later that
month the Popular Society of Tour-du-Pin wrote to the Convention, "What
hand other than yours can with greater justice cast the terrible thunder
bolt that must strike down those guilty heads that spilled the blood of
their fellow citizens? We ask you in the name of the shades of the heroes
of liberty; let no guilty public functionary escape the avenging blade; it is
in their punishment that the salvation of the patrie resides." 56 This meant
the execution of the Girondins, which other revolutionaries justified by
referring to martyred shades. Thus, on October 3, Jean-Baptiste Lacoste
of the Cantal gave a speech to the Convention in which he called for the
punishment of the Girondins: "The nation has been violated: it must be
strikingly avenged. The blood of republicans was spilled in streams: the
punishment of the conspirators, the accomplices of Capet, of Dumouriez,
must appease their irritated shades." 57
Martyred shades perpetuated a cycle of violence. They did so in two
ways. First, by provoking terrorist violence, the shades assured their own
proliferation, since violence was unlikely to go without retribution. Shades
were most effective when fresh, that is to say when "still bleeding." The
shelf-life on martyrdom meant that however powerful Lepeletier's shades
were, they needed to be supplemented by Marat's more recent shades,
while both martyrs receded to the background when Bayle and Beauvais
took their place (in this respect they are unlike the more familiar "un
dead," who become all the more perilous the longer they remain in that
liminal condition). These later shades incited yet more violence, which
in turn produced more shades. Second, despite the repeated claim that
the shades needed to be "appeased," there was real doubt about just how
much blood would be needed to accomplish this goal. The many refer
ences to hecatombs and holocausts reveal the extreme extent of the

54. Archives parlementaires, vol. 72, p. 103.
55. Ibid., vol. 73, p. 420.
56. Ibid., vol. 74, p. 393.
57. Ibid., vol. 75, p. 67 9 .
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shades' apparent thirst for blood. Other indications suggest an insatiable
need for sacrificial victims. For example, on October 20, 1793, the Jacobins
of Sens wrote to the Convention congratulating it on the execution of
Marie-Antoinette, "But this bloodthirsty tigress only suffered one death,
whereas a thousand would not have been enough to expiate her crimes
and to avenge the shades of the patriots eviscerated on August 10." 58 Of
course, Marie-Antoinette could only die once, so how many others did the
government need to kill before the shades would be happy? Similarly, the
Jacobins of Hennebont (Morbihan) inadvertently suggested the futility of
vengeance when they wrote the Convention on September 25, 1793: "If
blood is needed, let the blood flow! All that of the federalists, poured onto
the tomb of the victors of Jemmapes and of August 10, will not suffice to
appease the shades of these heroes." 59
One visual representation is particularly eloquent in showing the
bloodthirsty nature of martyred shades. A print dedicated "To the Shades
of Our Brothers Sacrificed by the Traitor" depicts the severed and bleeding
head of General Custine, who had been executed for allegedly treasonous
losses in southwestern Germany (fig. 7. 3).
The head, which an arm (of the executioner?) is holding by the hair, is
accompanied by the inscription, "Ecce Custine" (here is Custine) and the
phrase, only slightly adapted from the Marseillaise, "His impure blood wa
tered our fields" (" Son sang impur abreuva nos sillons"). 60 The proximity of
the term "sacrificed" to "impure blood" underscores the sacrificial nature
of Custine's death. Although it is French "fields" that absorbed Custine's
blood, the implication is that the shades somehow consumed the offering.
Perhaps they have become part of the sacred body or soil of France, thereby
embodying an idea with blood.
If the idea of pure shades demanding "impure" blood appears incon
gruous, it is worth remarking that similar language accompanies other
accounts of the shades. In April 1794, the Popular Society of Saverdun (in
the Ariege department of southwestern France) wrote to the Convention:
May terror be constantly on the agenda! It produces salutary effects
when the infected vapors of the swamp [a reference to the mod
erate party] try to obscure the pure light that gilds the summit of
58. Ibid., vol. 78, p. 116.
59. Ibid., vol. 77, p. 613.
60.

The Marseillaise contains the line, "Qu'un sang impur abreuve nos sillons."
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7.3. The guillotined head of Custine. The print is titled, "To the Shades of
Our Brothers Sacrificed by the Traitor"
FIGURE

Bibliotheque Nationale de France (BNF), Paris, Departement Estampes et Photographie,
Collection Michel Hennin, 11601, reproduced courtesy of the BNF.
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the mountain [a reference to the Montagnards]! Legislators, remain
at your posts, for you must not leave them until all the enemies
of the people have mounted the scaffold and their impure blood,
mixed with the ashes of the last tyrant, have appeased the shades of
Frenchmen who have died for the cause of liberty.61
Such accounts of the shades suggest that the shades were nearly insa
tiable. To be sure, the Terror in the French Revolution did end; it was not
"the order of the day" forever. But it bequeathed a legacy of cyclical mar
tyrdom and terrorism that is with us to this day.
The most obvious objection to my account of the shades is that I am
taking the revolutionaries literally. The great historian Franc;ois Furet cau
tioned us against reproducing the Revolution as portrayed by the revolu
tionaries themselves. 62 In other words, we should not be na1ve. Did the
revolutionaries really believe in the shades? Perhaps the repeated refer
ences to shades were nothing more than a rhetorical trope. After all, in
vocation of the shades was an ancient habit, going all the way back to
the Greeks, whose skia are mentioned in the Odyssey, long before the
Roman manes. One way of answering this objection is to refer to Keith
Michael Baker's observation that there is no such thing as "mere rhet
oric." Revolutions are constituted by language, after all.63 Even if the revo
lutionaries did not literally believe in the shades, evoking the memory of
martyred compatriots had an effect on listeners and readers, who in turn
repeated the figure of speech until it became part of a powerful discourse
that in turn helped to constitute the Revolution. It would be tempting to
stop at that, but I would like to suggest that those who evoked the shades
were doing more than giving figurative shape to their ideals. They were
communing with the dead. In this respect they were little different from
Christians who believed that their departed relatives and friends were
"looking down" on them from Heaven. Their social world was not exclu
sively constituted by living beings.
Thus I am suggesting that the shades reveal a deep spirituality among
the revolutionaries. But how do I know that the revolutionaries really

61. Archives parlementaires, vol. 89, p. 275.
62. Fran�ois Furet, Interpreting the French Revolution,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), pp. 3 and 14.
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63. Keith Michael Baker, Inventing the French Revolution: Essays on French Political Culture in
the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), p. 18.
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believed in the shades? I would answer this question with the ques
tion: how do we know that any member of a religious group believes what
her religion teaches? If we second-guess revolutionary religion, we should
do the same with all religions. Of course, it would be possible to posit
a "false consciousness" to religious people. But revolutionary religion
appears particularly vulnerable to historiographical skepticism simply be
cause it never became established like Christianity. The readiness to doubt
expressions of revolutionary spirituality stems from a teleological view of
Christianity as triumphant, or a Romantic organicism a la Edmund Burke
that insists on the failure or fraudulence of any "new" worldviews.64
To be sure, commentators have previously compared the French
Revolution to a religion. The nineteenth-century political theorist and his
torian Alexis de Tocqueville observed in a much quoted passage that the
Revolution, though "political," nevertheless "proceeded in the manner of
religious revolutions." 65 In 1976 Mona Ozouf, in her ground-breaking book
on revolutionary festivals, applied Emile Durkheim's notion of a "trans
fer of sacrality" to the revolutionaries, arguing that the nation acquired
the sacred character formerly ascribed to God. 66 And in his monumental
Citizens: A Chronicle ofthe French Revolution (1989) Simon Schama aptly ti
tled a chapter on the Reign of Terror "Chiliasm," thereby underscoring the
millennialism of Robespierre and his followers.67 But historians, by and
large, have been content to observe the similarities between revolutionar
ies and Christians, and in the end have confirmed the reputedly secular
nature of the Revolution. Thus Tocqueville limits the Revolution's religi
osity to its missionary zeal, its desire for converts beyond France's border;
Ozouf sees the revolutionaries as fundamentally grounded in this world;
Schama sees revolutionary ideology as stemming from a combination of
neoclassical republicanism and eighteenth-century sensibilite, and locates
revolutionary violence in a political dynamic by which leaders threaten
or endorse violence and end up as its victims. The Revolution awaits its
64- Edmund Burke, "Reflections on the Revolution in France" [1790], in The Works of the
Right Honourable Edmund Burke, Collected in Three Volumes (London: J. Dodsley, 1792), vol.
3, pp. 122-35.
65. Alexis de Tocqueville, L'Ancien Regime et la Revolution (Paris: Michel-Levy Freres,1856),
pp. 15-20.
66. Mona Ozouf, Festivals and the French Revolution, trans. Alan Sheridan (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1988), pp. 262-82.
67. Simon Schama, Citizens: A Chronicle of the French Revolution (New York: Knopf, 1989),
pp. 822-47.
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religious historian who studies the movement as religious studies schol
ars or anthropologists study Christianity, Hinduism, or the religion of the
Iatmul people of New Guinea. 68 Perhaps the conviction that revolutionary
utterances were nothing more than language, that they were"mere" rhet
oric not corresponding to an actual spiritual life, is responsible for the
absence of a religious historian of the Revolution.
I do not claim to be that historian, at least not yet. But I would like to
question the assumption that the Revolution was a strictly secular phe
nomenon. In his brilliant book on eighteenth-century French nation
alism, David Bell argued that the Revolution represented the triumph of a
this-worldly ideology over a transcendent, other-worldly orientation. 69 But
the many speeches that I have read invoking the shades point to a persist
ence of"Old Regime" otherworldliness. Again, other readers will be more
skeptical and might accuse me of being overly literal in my reading, but
I would like to call for an Occam's razor approach to spiritual claims by
revolutionaries and offer the simplest interpretation: that is, they reflect
spiritual feelings.
And why would they not? The revolutionaries were heirs to an an
cient tradition of believing in the immortality of the soul. It must have
been hard for them to repudiate this belief. Explicit attempts at resusci
tating, as it were, the doctrine of immortality, reveal a real anxiety about
its durability. Robespierre's Festival of the Supreme Being was a famous
attempt at affirming Deism. A less well-known attempt, also sponsored
by Robespierre, was a law that the Convention passed on 18 fl.areal Year
II (May 7, 1794) confirming the existence of God and the immortality of
the soul. 70 We might smile at an attempt to legislate God's existence and
the soul's deathlessness; and indeed the need to make such a law reveals
serious doubts about the very doctrine it was proclaiming. But there is ev
idence that even the most hardcore apostles of" Reason" were unsure that
death was, to put it in Fouche's terms, only "an eternal sleep." 71 Thus on
November 30, 1793, the Popular Society of Corbeil held a Festival of Reason
at which the president addressed the"shades of Marat and Lepeletier" that
68. Clifford Geertz, "Religion as a Cultural System," in Michael Banton, ed., Anthropological
Approaches to the Study of Religion (London: Tavistock Publications, 1966), pp. 1-46.
69. David Bell, The Cult of the Nation in France: Inventing Nationalism,
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2001).
70. Archives parlementaires, vol. 90, pp. 140-41.
71.
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they "bear witness to the triumph that Reason has won over the religious
prejudices that had so long dazzled our eyes." 72 This paradox of apostles
of reason expecting ghosts to "bear witness" reveals the persistence of the
idea that the soul is immortal.
On the other hand, the evocations of shades that we have seen in this
chapter suggest that not all souls were immortal: rather only virtuous
citizens could achieve eternal life, and death in combat was one way to
achieve this. Lest we believe that the martyred warrior entering paradise
is a strictly "jihadist" promise, it is worth reflecting on the official descrip
tion of the Festival of Unity, held on August 10, 1793, the date of the prom
ulgation of the new Constitution and the first anniversary of the fall of
the monarchy. This festival featured a chariot with an urn containing "the
revered ashes" of martyrs to liberty (precisely whose ashes was not speci
fied). But it was not a sad occasion, since "even pious grieving would have
profaned this apotheosis." Rather the surviving relatives passed by with
flowers on their brows, trumpets played a martial tune and "everything in
this triumphal march removed from death everything funereal and reani
mated ... the sacred shades of the citizens who had become immortal in
combat." 73 This restricted understanding of immortality as reserved for
martyrs only reinforced the larger tendency of martyrdom to promote rev
olutionary violence or terrorisme.

72. Archives parlementaires, vol. 85, p. 183.
73. Ibid., vol. 74, p. 49.

